Let eV be a finite family of finite subsets of the n-dimensional lattice Zn, and let T denote the group of all translations of Z". We shall here consider the Pompeiu problem for the family N-namely, to determine when the only function f:Zn -C such that E f(m)=Oforall r TandS eV mEi(S) is the zero function.
Introduction and preliminaries
Let eV be a family of compact subsets of the Euclidean space Rn and let T denote the group of all translations of Rn. The Pompeiu problem for the family eV asks when the only function f on Rn such that (S f(x)dx = 0 for all T E T and S F eV is the zero function (1, 2) .
We would like to formulate the discrete analog of the Pompeiu problem. The discrete counterpart of Rn is the n-dimensional lattice Zn, and a subset of Zn is compact iff it is finite. Because there is no notion of continuity in Zn, the discrete Pompeiu problem can be stated as follows: Let eV be a family of finite subsets of the n-dimensional lattice zn and let T denote the group of all translations on Zn. Give necessary and sufficient conditions on the family eV such that E f(m) = 0forall r E T,S C eV = f 0. [1] m Er (S) Note that the system 1 is a system of partial difference equations with constant coefficients. In fact, every finite set S. in zn defines a partial difference operator Psf(m) = es f(m + s) and system 1 can be written Psf 0 for every S F 'V.
In the next section we shall consider general systems of partial difference equations with constant coefficients. Hence, P = P(X), where P is a polynomial in zi, z 1, ..., Zn Z--i.e., an element of An = C[z1, Z1 1. . Zn, Z,-1], the space, of trigonometric polynomials. Conversely, given a polynomial P, P(X) is a partial difference operator. We shall now define an isomorphism between (Zn) and An, the dual of JIn. Because $zmI form a basis of .1n, we get f(P(z)u(z)) = 0 for every u E dAn iff P(X)f 0-that is, P(X)f 0 iff f annihilates the ideal P(z)Yln. At this stage we can prove our main result. 
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Mathematics: Zeilberger
The following is a discrete analog of Theorem 1 in ref. 1 (1978) (Zr -l)/(z' -1), (z' -1)/(z -1) have no common zeros iff r and I are relatively prime, the statement follows from Theorem 1.
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